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Zoning Board of Appeals
Wednesday, October 24, 2018 - 7:00 P.M.
City Hall-Council Chambers, 1 S Huron St
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
I.

Call to Order

II.

Roll Call
Jake Albers, Chair
Cisco Garcia, Vice Chair
Heather Khan
Jennifer Symanns
Jared Talaga
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A

Georgina Hickey

P

A

III.

Approval of Minutes
 August 22, 2018

IV.

Purpose of Meeting

V.

Old Business

VI.

New Business
 528, 530 and 534 N Huron- Variance
Primary entrance facing street

Public Hearing



528, 530 and 534 N Huron- Variance
Commercial Frontage Requirements

Public Hearing
VII.

Adjournment
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ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 22, 2018
CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS
7:00 P.M.

I.

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 7:19 pm.

II.

III.

ROLL CALL
Present:

J. Albers, C. Garcia, H. Khan, J. Symanns

Absent:

J. Talaga (excused)

Staff:

C. Kochanek, Preservation Planner
B. Wessler, City Planner

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Commissioner Garcia moved to approve the minutes of June 27, 2018 (Support: J.
Symanns) and the motion carried unanimously.

IV.

PURPOSE OF MEETING
Chairman Albers stated the purpose of the meeting.

Commissioner Symanns moved to amend the agenda to move the elections to the end of the
meeting and to flip the order of the new business to bring 2 N Normal before 539-569 S Huron
(Support: H. Khan) and the motion carried unanimously.
V.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

2 N Normal – Variance

Staff report was presented by B. Wessler, City Planner, who stated that this is a request
for approval of a variance from the parking requirements. They are seeking to maintain
their one existing parking space in the front yard. 2 N Normal is currently a 3 unit house
in a former single family house at the corner of Congress and N Normal. They
experienced a fire earlier on this year and are reconstructing a unit. As part of the
reconstruction, the applicant is planning to expand the unit which triggers a special use
permit application and that means that they need to come up to today’s standards. In so
doing, they found that their parking is insufficient under the current zoning ordinance
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which requires 5 parking spaces. Due to the topography on the site and how it is laid
out, there is not any room for additional parking on the site. Staff has reviewed the
application against the standards of Sec. 122-370 and supports the application for a
variance.
Commissioner Garcia moved to open the public portion of the hearing (Support: J.
Symanns) and the motion carried unanimously.
Vincent Zhang, owner of 2 N Normal – stated that in April they had a fire in the top
unit. That unit has a balcony and that the balcony was an issue for storing trash and
smoking and that is what caused the fire. Stated that they want to enclose the balcony
during the remodel and that it would add square footage to the kitchen. They are not
planning on adding any bedrooms or bringing in any additional tenants. He applied for a
special use that was approved last week and he is following that up with this variance.
Commissioner Garcia moved to close the public portion of the hearing (Support: J.
Symanns) and the motion carried unanimously.
Commissioner Symanns stated that this seemed pretty clear cut to her. Commissioners
Khan and Garcia agreed.
Commissioner Symanns moved that the Zoning Board of Appeals approve the variance
requests from Sec. 122-683 (off street parking construction), 684 (parking landscaping),
and 691 (parking quantity) to permit the existing single parking space in the front yard
to remain at 2 N Normal, with the following findings per Sec. 122-370(b):
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Literal enforcement of this chapter will pose practical difficulties to the applicant
because of the grading of the lot and the footprint of the existing building.
Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial
property right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district; several
other properties owners in the CN-Mid district of the north side of the 900 block
of West Cross have the ability to park in their front yards due to a historical set
of variances.
The practical difficulties on which the variance request is based have not been
created by any person presently having an interest in the property.
The granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or
injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the
property is located.
The allowance of the variance will result in substantial justice being done,
considering the public benefits intended to be secured by this chapter, the
individual hardships that will be suffered by a failure of the Zoning Board of
Appeals to grant the variance, and the rights of others whose property would be
affected by the allowance of the variance.
This variance is the minimum variance that will make possible a reasonable use
of the land, buildings, or structure.

The motion was supported by Commissioner Garcia and carried unanimously with a 4:0
vote.
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2.

539-569 S Huron - Variance

Staff report was presented by B. Wessler, City Planner, who stated that the applicant
had applied for variances from frontage buildout and private frontages. The applicant
has very recently changed architects and has now hit the required frontage buildout by
0.2%, they are now are 50.2% so that variance is no longer needed. The design
standards for the commercial frontage (private frontages), this includes the space
between the windows, the amount of glass and the maximum from which the windows
can be from the grade.
Staff did recommend approval under the previous design, due to the challenging nature
of the site. The area in which this building is located is in the S. Huron and I-94 corridor
in an area that is not known for its walkability. The applicant has made great strides in
trying to make a plan for this site which conforms with the intent of the zoning
ordinance.
Commissioner Garcia moved to open the public portion of the hearing (Support: H.
Khan) and the motion carried unanimously.
Dennis Cowan, attorney with Plunkett Cooney, 38505 Woodward, Bloomfield
Hills, MI – stated that it is a difficult, irregular lot and that his client has been trying to
do the right thing. The requests that they are making are really more textural. Stated
that the client wants to make a firm commitment that they will be in the community for
a long time.
David McDade, Roark Galt Architects, 10166 N Linden, Clio – stated that there
are stipulations with the requirements for the amount of glass from the MI Energy Code
but that he was able to raise the amount of glass from 31% to 41%. He does meet the
2 foot height from grade requirements on the three windows on the right. The others he
has brought down to 2’ 8”, which is lower than it was before. The entry is also closer at
5’ 6”. Stated that he is not sure how the building could still meet the 60% transparency
and still comply with the MI Energy Code. Stated that he has done as much as he can to
meet the code.
Commissioner Symanns moved to close the public portion of the hearing (Support: H.
Khan) and the motion carried unanimously.
Commissioner Symanns asked staff to confirm where the deficiencies in the private
frontages are. Staff revisited the requirements and where the new plans were at.
Further discussion was had on what the master plan requires for walkability.
Commissioner Garcia moved that they follow staff’s recommendation to approve the
variance request from Sec. 122-477- Private Frontages for the Patient Station New Build
at 539-569 S Huron, with the following findings per Sec. 122-370(b):
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(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Literal enforcement of this chapter will pose practical difficulties to the applicant
because of the curved front of the lot.
Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial
property right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district; this is a
new requirement and this is the first entirely new construction proposal put forth
in this district with this building type, on a challenging lot.
The practical difficulties on which the variance request is based have not been
created by any person presently having an interest in the property.
The granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or
injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the
property is located.
The allowance of the variance will result in substantial justice being done,
considering the public benefits intended to be secured by this chapter, the
individual hardships that will be suffered by a failure of the Zoning Board of
Appeals to grant the variance, and the rights of others whose property would be
affected by the allowance of the variance.
This variance is the minimum variance that will make possible a reasonable use
of the land, buildings, or structure for the plans dated 8/17/18, which are the
updated plans.

The motion was supported by Commissioner Khan and carried unanimously 4:0.
VI.

OLD BUSINESS
Elections
A discussion was held on the election of officers. It was moved that Jake Albers and
Cisco Garcia continue on in their respective roles as chair and vice-chair and supported
unanimously.

VII.

ADJOURNMENT

Since there was no further business, Commissioner Symanns moved to adjourn the
meeting (Support: C. Garcia) and the motion carried unanimously.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:45 pm.
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City of Ypsilanti
Planning and Development Department
October 12, 2018
Staff Review of Variance Application
534 N Huron- The Keg-Proposed Addition
528, 530 and 534 N Huron
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Tom Tamou
3102 Farmdale Dr
Sterling Heights, MI 48314

Project:

The Keg-Proposed Addition

Application Date:

September 25, 2018

Location:

Southeast corner of the intersection of N Huron and W Forest Ave

Zoning:

NC- Neighborhood Corridor

Action Requested:

Approval of a variance from §122-607(a), requiring that the building
entrance face the street

Staff Recommendation:

No recommendation is provided per the settlement agreement

PROJECT AND SITE DESCRIPTION
The total for the three parcels is 0.434 acres; this includes 528 N Huron, 530 N Huron and 534
N Huron St addresses, parcels # 11-11-40-105-029, 11-11-40-105-021 and 11-11-40-105-022.
These parcels are on the southeast corner of the intersection of N Huron and W Forest Ave with
frontage on N Huron and W Forest. There is an existing ~1,200 square foot commercial building
at 530 N Huron that partially encroaches on the 528 N Huron parcel and a ~2,700 square foot
commercial building on the 534 N Huron parcel. The existing building has no window/door
openings on the W Forest St side and no window openings on the N Huron St side with an
angled entrance door at the southwest corner of the building.
Zoned NC- Neighborhood Corridor, the applicant is proposing a 3,520 square foot addition
to the existing 2,774 square foot building for a total of 6,294 square feet at the northwest
corner of the parcels. The plans call for a demolition of the existing 1,200 square foot structure
at 530 N Huron. Parking is proposed to the south of the structure with the entrance angled at
the southwest corner of the new portion of the building thus requiring a variance from §122607(a), requiring that the building entrance face the street. Note: the three parcels will need to

be combined in order to accommodate the proposed use as a parking lot cannot be a primary
use in Neighborhood Corridor.
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A variance for the door was seen by the Zoning Board of Appeals back on May 23, 2018, at that
time the door was not angled but fully facing the parking lot to the south of the building. The
ZBA denied that variance application. At that meeting the ZBA stated that an acceptable
compromise for the door may be to have it angled similar to how it is on the building currently.
Since the May ZBA meeting, the applicant filed an appeal of the denial of the variances for the
door location and the commercial frontages. Please see the attached memo from the attorney’s
office and the stipulation and order to dismiss without prejudice.
Figure 1: Subject Site Location
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Figure 2: Site Close-up (2015)
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Figure 3: Google image of site-looking southeast
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Figure 4: Google image of site-looking north east from N Huron

Figure 5: Land Use and Zoning of Surrounding Area
LAND USE
ZONING
NORTH
EAST
SOUTH
WEST

DPS Yard
Multi-family residential
Single Family residential
Rehab Center
Single & Multi-family residential
Single Family residential

GC- General Corridor
CN-Core Neighborhood
NC-Neighborhood Corridor
NC-Neighborhood Corridor
CN-Core Neighborhood
NC-Neighborhood Corridor

ORDINANCE

§122-607(a)

Sec. 122-607. Building Entrances, Rights of Way, and Easements.
(a) Building entrance must face street. No principal building can be placed on a lot unless the building is situated
in such a manner that the front entry into the building faces the street to which the property is addressed.
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STANDARDS

§122-370(b)

In regards to the front entry not facing N. Huron St but instead at the corner
of the proposed addition:
“The prop. Entry must address both the street (N. Huron) and customer
parking.”
Standards for Variances. A variance from the literal enforcement of this Ordinance may be
granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals only if all of the following standards are met.

(1) Literal enforcement of this chapter will pose practical difficulties to the applicant because of
special conditions or circumstances which are unique to the specific property such as:
exceptional shallowness or shape of the property, exceptional topographic conditions,
extraordinary situation of a building or structure, use or development of an adjacent
property, or difficulties relating to construction or structural changes on the site. Mere
inconvenience or a desire to attain higher financial return shall not itself be deemed
sufficient to warrant a variance.
There are no conditions or circumstances unique to the property which would prevent an
entrance on Huron Street, but a continuation of a similar configuration as to what exists- a
door on the corner of the building- is a continuance of an existing non-conforming
configuration and a compromise between what is required by the ordinance and the goal of
the applicant to have an entrance/exit right off of the parking area.

(2) Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district under the terms of this chapter.
Granting of the variance shall not confer upon the applicant any special privilege that is
denied by this chapter to other lands, structures, or buildings in the same district.
This is the same standard that anyone applying for a site plan review in NC would be held
to, however the angled door is also a very common configuration for similar stores in other
zoning areas of the City.

(3) The alleged practical difficulties on which the variance request is based have not been
created by any person presently having an interest in the property.
The zoning ordinance requires parking to the side or rear, and the primary entrance to face
the street. This is specifically designed to encourage and support pedestrian traffic. The
applicant has not created the auto-centric culture which dominates most of southeastern
Michigan.

(4) The granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to
other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located.
It is not expected that locating the door as proposed will be detrimental to the public
welfare or injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the
property is located as an angled door configuration has existed on the current building for
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years. It is anticipated that the door will help to support a walkable neighborhood, which is
one of the aims of the zoning ordinance while satisfying the applicant’s aim to keep some
access at or near the parking lot.

(5) The allowance of the variance will result in substantial justice being done, considering the
public benefits intended to be secured by this chapter, the individual hardships that will be
suffered by a failure of the Zoning Board of Appeals to grant the variance, and the rights of
others whose property would be affected by the allowance of the variance.
The public benefit that is intended to be secured by the door requirement is to promote and
foster walkability and support eyes on the street. As staff has mentioned, the angled door
is seen on many of the local contemporaries of the The Keg including both stores at W
Cross and Ballard and another one at E Forest and N Prospect.

(6) A variance granted shall be the minimum variance that will make possible a reasonable use
of the land, buildings, or structure.
The angled door was the minimum variance that was listed in the previous staff review for
the door variance for The Keg back on May 23, 2018.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION-building entrance on street
No recommendation is provided per the settlement agreement.

Cynthia Kochanek
Preservation Planner, Community & Economic Development Division
c.c.

File
Applicant
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City of Ypsilanti
Planning and Development Department
October 15, 2018
Staff Review of Variance Application
534 N Huron- Party Store Expansion
528, 530 and 534 N Huron
GENERAL INFORMATION
Applicant:

Tom Tamou
3102 Farmdale Dr
Sterling Heights, MI 48314

Project:

The Keg-Proposed Addition

Application Date:

September 25, 2018

Location:

Southeast corner of the intersection of N Huron and W Forest Ave

Zoning:

NC- Neighborhood Corridor

Action Requested:

Approval of a variance from §122-477, requiring adherence to
commercial frontage standards, to permit 8.8% transparency on
Huron, a distance from ground to window of greater than 2.5’, and a
distance between openings of greater than 2’.

Staff Recommendation:

No recommendation is provided per the settlement agreement

PROJECT AND SITE DESCRIPTION
The project includes 528 N Huron, 530 N Huron and 534 N Huron St addresses, parcels # 1111-40-105-029, 11-11-40-105-021 and 11-11-40-105-022, zoned NC, Neighborhood Corridor.
These parcels are on the southeast corner of the intersection of N Huron and W Forest Ave with
frontage on N Huron and W Forest, Huron being considered the front. There is an existing
~1,200 square foot commercial building at 530 N Huron that partially encroaches on the 528 N
Huron parcel and a ~2,700 square foot commercial building on the 534 N Huron parcel. The
existing building has no window or door openings on the W Forest St frontage and no window
openings on the N Huron St frontage, with an angled entrance door at the southwest corner of
the building.
The applicant is proposing a 3,520 square foot addition to the existing 2,774 square foot
building for a total of 6,294 square feet at the northwest corner of the parcels. The plans also
call for the demolition of the existing 1,200 square foot structure at 530 N Huron. Parking is
proposed to the south of the structure. The building is addressed to N Huron. The proposed
addition does not comply with the required commercial private frontage as required by §122477 and described in §122-484, as it has only ~8.8% ground floor transparency (see
calculations on page 9) on the N Huron addition, not the required 60%. The distance between
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openings is proposed at 1’4” to 12’6;” the maximum permitted is 2’. The height to the bottom of
proposed windows is 6’; the maximum permitted is 2.5’. The applicant has provided framed
areas on the new N Huron and N Forest side of the building to accommodate signage or
spandrel glass.
A variance request from the commercial private frontage requirements was heard by the Zoning
Board of Appeals on May 23, 2018. At that time there was a proposed 3% ground floor
transparency on the N Huron side, no transparency on the W Forest side of the building, the
distance between openings was proposed at 2.5’ to 24.5’ and the proposed height to the
bottom of the windows was 6’. The ZBA denied that variance application. Since the May ZBA
meeting, the applicant filed an appeal of the denial of the variances for the door location and
the commercial frontages. Please see the memo from the attorney’s office and the stipulation
and order to dismiss without prejudice included in the meeting packet. The relevant sections
regarding design are excerpted below.
“Particularly, concerning Section 122-477 with regard to commercial frontage standards,
the site plans will be revised to provide for the installation of windows and panels of
brick veneer to both the west and north side of the existing building. The panels of brick
veneer shall be installed so that they can be removed and replaced with glass windows
in the future.
Additionally, concerning Section 122-607(a) with regard to the front entry, the site plans
will be revised to provide for the entrance to the building on a 45-degree angle at the
southwest corner of the proposed addition, abutting both N. Huron Street and the
building's parking lot.”
The applicant has provided windows on the new portion of frontage along North Huron, set into
a larger “knock-out” potential future window. On the new south (parking lot) frontage, the
applicant has provided knock-out areas not required by code or by the agreement. On the
existing building to the north and west, the applicant has provided inset areas, mimicking the
proposed windows in the addition, into which signage is proposed. This application has not
been reviewed with regard to signage and whether the site signage meets the standards of
122-452(d)(2).
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Figure 1: Subject Site Location
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Figure 2: Site Close-up (2015)
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Figure 3: Google image of site-looking southeast
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Figure 4: Google image of site-looking north east from N Huron

Figure 5: Land Use and Zoning of Surrounding Area
LAND USE
ZONING
NORTH
EAST
SOUTH
WEST

DPS Yard, former farm bureau
Multi-family residential
Single Family residential
Rehab Center
Single & Multi-family residential
Single Family residential
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GC- General Corridor
CN-Core Neighborhood
NC-Neighborhood Corridor
NC-Neighborhood Corridor
CN-Core Neighborhood
CN-Core Neighborhood
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ORDINANCE
Sec. 122-477. SC

§122-477 (§122-484)
Single Story Commercial Building
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Figure 6: Staff Calculations for Frontage
Façade
dimensions

Required- Zoning
Ordinance

N Huron-Addition

Distance
between
openings
Frontage area

Max: 2 ft

1’4” to 12’6”

n/a

12’ tall frontage: 528 sf
(60%=316.8 sf)

Proposed

Ground floor
transparency
(%)

Min: 60%

Height to
bottom of
window

Max: 2.5 ft

Knockout

9’4” tall frontage: 409 sf
(60%=245.4 sf)
8.8%
38.2%
(12’ tall)
(12’ tall)
11.3% (9’4” tall)
6’

49.3%
(9’4” tall)
1’4”

There are slight discrepancies between the staff calculations for frontage area and the
applicant’s calculations. Staff measured a 44’ wide addition, with either a 12’ tall frontage
(standard first story height per zoning) or a 9’4” tall frontage (matching existing first story
height), calculating 528 square feet and 409.2 square feet, respectively. The applicant used a
figure of 351.8 sf.
Staff also calculated the knockout area at 201.5 sf; the applicant calculated this area at 206.5sf.
Staff is not counting any of the doorway towards the Huron Street frontages, either in area or
transparency. Staff accepts the calculations shown below for the angled doorway frontage.
The applicant’s calculations are below:
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STANDARDS

§122-370(b)

The applicant notes on their application the following practical difficulties:
In regards to the commercial frontage design standards:
“Storefront – 60% of area required with 7.6% installed and 57.8% with
proposed future knock-out panels.”
“Safety/security dictates minimal use of glazed openings for use as proposed.”
Standards for Variances. A variance from the literal enforcement of this Ordinance may be
granted by the Zoning Board of Appeals only if all of the following standards are met.

(1) Literal enforcement of this chapter will pose practical difficulties to the applicant because of
special conditions or circumstances which are unique to the specific property such as:
exceptional shallowness or shape of the property, exceptional topographic conditions,
extraordinary situation of a building or structure, use or development of an adjacent
property, or difficulties relating to construction or structural changes on the site. Mere
inconvenience or a desire to attain higher financial return shall not itself be deemed
sufficient to warrant a variance.
There are no conditions or circumstances which are unique to the property. Windows along
street frontages are not physically challenging to construct. The applicant notes not a
physical difficulty in meeting the commercial frontage standards, but rather security
challenges related to the proposed use.

(2) Such variance is necessary for the preservation and enjoyment of a substantial property
right enjoyed by other property owners in the same district under the terms of this chapter.
Granting of the variance shall not confer upon the applicant any special privilege that is
denied by this chapter to other lands, structures, or buildings in the same district.
This is the same standard that anyone applying for a site plan review in NC would be held
to. Notably, other convenience and liquor stores, including the recently approved and
remodeled Sam’s Citgo on Washtenaw, include many windows. Sam’s was approved under
the current standards. In contrast, the convenience and liquor stores at W Cross and Ballard
have minimal windows, if any at all, but are in Center district and constructed under older
zoning ordinances.

(3) The alleged practical difficulties on which the variance request is based have not been
created by any person presently having an interest in the property.
Security concerns are a challenging thing to attribute creation to, as often perception plays
a significant role. The applicant has not created these concerns, but again, the zoning
ordinance was specifically designed to avoid the appearance of “blank walls,” as these often
foster a feeling of insecurity in pedestrians passing by. The applicant has added windows to
the side of the existing N Huron building and the W Forest side where none exist currently.

(4) The granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to
other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located.
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Staff does not expect that the ground floor transparency, distance between openings or the
height to the bottom of the windows as proposed will be directly detrimental to the public
welfare or injurious to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the
property is located. However, these ordinance requirements were meant to foster a
walkable neighborhood, which promote physical activity and connected neighborhoods, both
of which have been shown to have a positive effect upon public health.

(5) The allowance of the variance will result in substantial justice being done, considering the
public benefits intended to be secured by this chapter, the individual hardships that will be
suffered by a failure of the Zoning Board of Appeals to grant the variance, and the rights of
others whose property would be affected by the allowance of the variance.
The public benefit that is intended to be secured by the commercial frontage requirements
is to promote and foster walkability and support eyes on the street. The amount of
proposed windows are similar to what exist on some other local convenience and liquor
stores, specifically the store at the southwest corner of W Cross and Ballard.

(6) A variance granted shall be the minimum variance that will make possible a reasonable use
of the land, buildings, or structure.
The additional windows in the currently proposed plans are more than what were proposed
in the site plans from 3-22-2018 for the previous variance, which only indicated a 3%
transparency on the new addition and no windows on the existing non-conforming
structure.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION-commercial frontage
No recommendation is provided per the settlement agreement.
Bonnie Wessler
City Planner, Community & Economic Development Division
Cynthia Kochanek
Preservation Planner, Community & Economic Development Division
c.c.

File
Applicant
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Agenda
Zoning Board of Appeals
Wednesday, October 24, 2018 - 7:00 P.M.
City Hall-Council Chambers, 1 S Huron St
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
VI.

New Business
 528, 530 and 534 N Huron- Variance
o Attorney Memo
o Stipulation and Order to Dismiss without Prejudice

Agenda
Zoning Board of Appeals
Wednesday, October 24, 2018 - 7:00 P.M.
City Hall-Council Chambers, 1 S Huron St
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
VI.

New Business
 528, 530 and 534 N Huron- Variance
Site Plans

